JP Morgan
automates global
pricing operations
with Xceptor

“JP Morgan views Xceptor as an important part of our
pricing infrastructure and a key strategic tool. The
deployment of Xceptor has reduced operational risk and
error rates; helped to manage our cost base; and deliver
against head count efficiencies”.
Colin Halpin, Investment & Market Data Operations
Manager, JP Morgan
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BACKGROUND
JP Morgan Security Services
provides premier securities
servicing that helps institutional
investors, alternative asset
managers, broker dealers and
equity issuers optimize efficiency,
mitigate risk and enhance
revenue.
To provide an improved service
to clients JP Morgan turned to
Xceptor to automate their Global
Pricing Operations.
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SOLUTION
Automated price capture
JP Morgan deployed Xceptor to
automate the capture, validation,
mapping and delivery of asset
prices into their internal pricing
platform.
By capturing emailed statements
sent by brokers, Xceptor
automatically applies validation
rules to ensure assets are priced
correctly.

PROBLEM
Manual price capture &
validation

Any exceptions and errors are
reported immediately allowing
operational teams to resolve,
without impacting downstream
processes.

JP Morgan’s Global Pricing
Operations were responsible
for the manual capture and
processing of broker statements,
with operators keying pricing data
into spread sheets or directly into
the internal pricing platform.

Where brokers do not submit
statements to JP Morgan’s pricing
team in a timely fashion, Xceptor’s
chaser functionality is triggered
and automated notifications are
sent to prompt submission.

Operators downloaded individual
statements, manually re-keyed
pricing data, applied validation
and four-eyes checking before
prices were passed to the fund
accounting systems.

BENEFITS
Error rate significantly
reduced
Xceptor has been key in reducing
the departmental error rate by
around 50%. Xceptor removes
the reliance on manual checks
and error reporting has been
eradicated. The pricing team can
now focus on exceptions rather
than manual data entry.
Reduced Risk –Automating global
pricing processes saves time and
reduces manual errors.
Cost Savings – Manual
intervention has been significantly
reduced including labour intensive
manual four-eyes checking.
Minimal Errors – Reducing errors
by 50% help mitigate the financial
risk for providing incorrect pricing.
Increased Scale – New assets
and securities can be priced
without increasing workload or
headcount requirements.

With a requirement to price
c.35,000 assets, the highly
manual, error-prone process was
inherent with operational risk.
The financial impact of getting
prices wrong prompted JP Morgan
to implement an automated
straight through process to
increase control and reduce risk.

To find out more about
how we transform business
processes, contact us at
sales@xceptor.com
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